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Dramatically restructured, more than double in size, the
second edition of the Food Properties Handbook has
been expanded from seven to 24 chapters. In the more
than ten years since the publication of the internationally
acclaimed and bestselling first edition, many changes
have taken place in the approaches used to solve
problems in food preservation, processing, storage,
marketing, consumption, and even after consumption.
Incorporating changes too numerous to list, this updated
edition provides new measurement techniques, basic
data compiled for diversified food groups, worked-out
examples, and detailed graphs and illustrations. Explores
Empirical and Theoretical Prediction Models The book
clearly defines the terminology and elucidates the theory
behind the measurement techniques, including
applications and limitations of each method. It includes
data on sources of error in measurement techniques and
experimental data from the literature in graphical or
tabular form. The volume also elucidates empirical and
theoretical prediction models for different foods with
processing conditions, descriptions of the applications of
the properties, and coverage of where and how to use
the data and models in food processing. User-Friendly
Format Puts the Latest Information within Easy Reach
Still under the aegis of Shafir Rahman, the new edition is
now an edited volume, benefitting from the input and
expertise of numerous contributors spanning both the
globe and the many disciplines that influence the field.
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Presented in a user-friendly format, the second edition
remains the definitive, and arguably the only, source for
data on physical, thermal, thermodynamic, structural,
and acoustic properties of foods.
Chemical Engineering Design is one of the best-known
and widely adopted texts available for students of
chemical engineering. It deals with the application of
chemical engineering principles to the design of chemical
processes and equipment. Revised throughout, the
fourth edition covers the latest aspects of process
design, operations, safety, loss prevention and
equipment selection, among others. Comprehensive and
detailed, the book is supported by problems and selected
solutions. In addition the book is widely used by
professionals as a day-to-day reference. Best selling
chemical engineering text Revised to keep pace with the
latest chemical industry changes; designed to see
students through from undergraduate study to
professional practice End of chapter exercises and
solutions
Chemical Process Equipment is a results-oriented
reference for engineers who specify, design, maintain or
run chemical and process plants. This book delivers
information on the selection, sizing and operation of
process equipment in a format that enables quick and
accurate decision making on standard process and
equipment choices, saving time, improving productivity,
and building understanding. Coverage emphasizes
common real-world equipment design rather than
experimental or esoteric and focuses on maximizing
performance. Legacy reference for chemical and related
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engineers who work with vendors to design, specify and
make final equipment selection decisions Copious
examples of successful applications, with supporting
schematics and data to illustrate the functioning and
performance of equipment Provides equipment rating
forms and manufacturers’ data, worked examples,
valuable shortcut methods, and rules of thumb to
demonstrate and support the design process Heavily
illustrated with line drawings and schematics to aid
understanding, as well as graphs and tables to illustrate
performance data
Based on the popular course of the same title, Concepts
of Chemical Engineering 4 Chemists outlines the basic
aspects of chemical engineering for chemistry
professionals. It clarifies the terminology used and
explains the systems methodology approach to process
design and operation for chemists with limited chemical
engineering knowledge. The book provides practical
insights into all areas of chemical engineering, including
such aspects as pump design and the measurement of
key process variables. The calculation of design
parameters, such as heat and mass transfer coefficients,
and reaction scale-up are also discussed, as well as
hazard analysis, project economics and process control.
Designed as a reference guide, it is fully illustrated and
includes worked examples as well as extensive
reference and bibliography sections. Concepts of
Chemical Engineering 4 Chemists is ideal for those who
either work alongside chemical engineers or who are
embarking on chemical engineering-type projects.
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intensive unit operation in almost all industrial sectors,
industrial drying continues to attract the interest of
scientists, researchers, and engineers. The Handbook of
Industrial Drying, Fourth Edition not only delivers a
comprehensive treatment of the current state of the art,
but also serves as a consultative reference for
streamlining industrial drying operations. New to the
Fourth Edition: Computational fluid dynamic simulation
Solar, impingement, and pulse combustion drying Drying
of fruits, vegetables, sugar, biomass, and coal
Physicochemical aspects of sludge drying Life-cycle
assessment of drying systems Covering commonly
encountered dryers as well as innovative dryers with
future potential, the Handbook of Industrial Drying,
Fourth Edition not only details the latest developments in
the field, but also explains how improvements in dryer
design and operation can increase energy efficiency and
cost-effectiveness.
This book provides a comprehensive, step-by-step
approach to organic process research and development
in the pharmaceutical, fine chemical, and agricultural
chemical industries. Process R&D describes the steps
taken, following synthesis and evaluation, to bring key
compounds to market in a cost-effective manner. More
people are being hired for work in this area as increasing
numbers of drug candidates are identified through
combinatorial chemistry and high-throughput screening.
The book is directed to industrial (primarily organic)
chemists, and academicians (particularly those involved
in a growing number of start-up companies) and students
who need insight into industrial process R&D. Current
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books do not describe hands-on, step-by-step,
approaches to solving process development problems,
including route, reagent, and solvent selection;
optimising catalytic reactions; chiral syntheses; and
"green chemistry." "Practical Process Research and
Development" will be a valuable resource for
researchers, managers, and graduate students. Provides
insights into generating rugged, practical, cost-effective
processes for the chemical preparation of "small
molecules" Breaks down process optimization into route,
reagent and solvent selection, development of reaction
conditions, workup, crystallizations and more Includes
over 100 tips for rapid process development Presents
guidelines for implementing and troubleshooting
processes
Food Engineering Handbook: Food Engineering
Fundamentals provides a stimulating and up-to-date
review of food engineering phenomena. Combining
theory with a practical, hands-on approach, this book
covers the key aspects of food engineering, from mass
and heat transfer to steam and boilers, heat exchangers,
diffusion, and absorption. A complement to Food
Engineering Handbook: Food Process Engineering, this
text: Explains the interactions between different food
constituents that might lead to changes in food
properties Describes the characterization of the heating
behavior of foods, their heat transfer, heat exchangers,
and the equipment used in each food engineering
method Discusses rheology, fluid flow, evaporation, and
distillation and includes illustrative case studies of food
behaviors Presenting cutting-edge information, Food
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Engineering Handbook: Food Engineering Fundamentals
is an essential reference on the fundamental concepts
associated with food engineering today.
Principles of Chemical Engineering Processes: Material
and Energy Balances introduces the basic principles and
calculation techniques used in the field of chemical
engineering, providing a solid understanding of the
fundamentals of the application of material and energy
balances. Packed with illustrative examples and case
studies, this book: Discusses problems in material and
energy balances related to chemical reactors Explains
the concepts of dimensions, units, psychrometry, steam
properties, and conservation of mass and energy
Demonstrates how MATLAB® and Simulink® can be
used to solve complicated problems of material and
energy balances Shows how to solve steady-state and
transient mass and energy balance problems involving
multiple-unit processes and recycle, bypass, and purge
streams Develops quantitative problem-solving skills,
specifically the ability to think quantitatively (including
numbers and units), the ability to translate words into
diagrams and mathematical expressions, the ability to
use common sense to interpret vague and ambiguous
language in problem statements, and the ability to make
judicious use of approximations and reasonable
assumptions to simplify problems This Second Edition
has been updated based upon feedback from professors
and students. It features a new chapter related to singleand multiphase systems and contains additional solved
examples and homework problems. Educational
software, downloadable exercises, and a solutions
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manual are available with qualifying course adoption.

Taking greater advantage of powerful computing
capabilities over the last several years, the
development of fundamental information and new
models has led to major advances in nearly every
aspect of chemical engineering. Albright’s Chemical
Engineering Handbook represents a reliable source
of updated methods, applications, and fundamental
concepts that will continue to play a significant role in
driving new research and improving plant design and
operations. Well-rounded, concise, and practical by
design, this handbook collects valuable insight from
an exceptional diversity of leaders in their respective
specialties. Each chapter provides a clear review of
basic information, case examples, and references to
additional, more in-depth information. They explain
essential principles, calculations, and issues relating
to topics including reaction engineering, process
control and design, waste disposal, and
electrochemical and biochemical engineering. The
final chapters cover aspects of patents and
intellectual property, practical communication, and
ethical considerations that are most relevant to
engineers. From fundamentals to plant operations,
Albright’s Chemical Engineering Handbook offers a
thorough, yet succinct guide to day-to-day methods
and calculations used in chemical engineering
applications. This handbook will serve the needs of
practicing professionals as well as students
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preparing to enter the field.
Powders and bulk solids, handled widely in the
chemical, pharmaceutical, agriculture, smelting, and
other industries present unique fire, explosion, and
toxicity hazards. Indeed, substances which are
practically inert in consolidated form may become
quite hazardous when converted to powders and
granules. The U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard
Investigation Board is currently investigating dust
explosions that occured in 2003 at WestPharma,
CTA Acoustics, and Hayes-Lemmerz, and is likely to
recommend that companies that handle powders or
whose operations produce dust pay more attention
to understanding the hazards that may exist at their
facility. This new CCPS guidelines book will discuss
the types of hazards that can occur in a wide range
of process equipment and with a wide range of
substances, and will present measures to address
these hazards.
??????????????????????,???????????????????????
??????????????????,???????????????????
In Optimization of Industrial Unit Processes, the term
"optimization" means the maximizing of productivity
and safety while minimizing operating costs. In a
fully optimized plant, efficiency and productivity are
continuously maximized while levels, temperatures,
pressures, or flows float within their allowable limits.
This control philosophy differs from earlier
approaches - where levels and temperatures were
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controlled at constant values, and plant productivity
was only an accidental, uncontrolled consequence of
those controlled variables. With this approach, the
sides of a multivariable control envelope are the
various constraints while inside the envelope the
process is continuously moved to maximize
efficiency and productivity. Because one must
understand a process before one can control it (let
alone optimize it), Optimization of Industrial Unit
Processes discusses the "personality" and
characteristics of each process in term of its time
constants, gains, and other unique features. This
book provides information for engineers who design
or operate industrial plants and who seek to increase
the profitability of their plants. It recognizes that all
industrial processes involve operations such as
material transportation, heat transfer, and reactions.
Therefore each plant consists of a combination of
basic unit operations and can be optimized by
maximizing the efficiency, and minimizing the
operating cost, of the individual unit operations from
which it is composed. Optimization of Industrial Unit
Processes discusses real world processes - where
pipes leak, sensors plug, and pumps cavitate offering practical solutions to real problems. Each
control system described in the book works,
illustrating the state of the art in controlling a
particular unit operation. This second edition reflects
the continual improvement and evolution of control
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systems as well as anticipates future advances. Béla
G. Lipták speaks on Post-Oil Energy Technology on
the AT&T Tech Channel.
Part I: Process design -- Introduction to design -Process flowsheet development -- Utilities and
energy efficient design -- Process simulation -Instrumentation and process control -- Materials of
construction -- Capital cost estimating -- Estimating
revenues and production costs -- Economic
evaluation of projects -- Safety and loss prevention -General site considerations -- Optimization in design
-- Part II: Plant design -- Equipment selection,
specification and design -- Design of pressure
vessels -- Design of reactors and mixers -Separation of fluids -- Separation columns
(distillation, absorption and extraction) -Specification and design of solids-handling
equipment -- Heat transfer equipment -- Transport
and storage of fluids.
A practical, concise guide to chemical engineering
principles and applications Chemical Engineering:
The Essential Reference is the condensed but
authoritative chemical engineering reference, boiled
down to principles and hands-on skills needed to
solve real-world problems. Emphasizing a pragmatic
approach, the book delivers critical content in a
convenient format and presents on-the-job topics of
importance to the chemical engineer of
tomorrow—OM&I (operation, maintenance, and
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inspection) procedures, nanotechnology, how to
purchase equipment, legal considerations, the need
for a second language and for oral and written
communication skills, and ABET (Accreditation
Board for Engineering and Technology) topics for
practicing engineers. This is an indispensable
resource for anyone working as a chemical engineer
or planning to enter the field. Praise for Chemical
Engineering: The Essential Reference: “Current and
relevant...over a dozen topics not normally
addressed...invaluable to my work as a consultant
and educator.” —Kumar Ganesan, Professor and
Department Head, Department of Environmental
Engineering, Montana Tech of the University of
Montana “A much-needed and unique book, tough
not to like...loaded with numerous illustrative
examples...a book that looks to the future and, for
that reason alone, will be of great interest to
practicing engineers.” —Anthony Buonicore,
Principal, Buonicore Partners Coverage includes:
Basic calculations and key tables Process variables
Numerical methods and optimization Oral and
written communication Second language(s)
Chemical engineering processes Stoichiometry
Thermodynamics Fluid flow Heat transfer Mass
transfer operations Membrane technology Chemical
reactors Process control Process design
Biochemical technology Medical applications Legal
considerations Purchasing equipment Operation,
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maintenance, and inspection (OM&I) procedures
Energy management Water management
Nanotechnology Project management Environment
management Health, safety, and accident
management Probability and statistics Economics
and finance Ethics Open-ended problems
Chemical Engineering and Chemical Process
Technology is a theme component of Encyclopedia
of Chemical Sciences, Engineering and Technology
Resources in the global Encyclopedia of Life Support
Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated
compendium of twenty Encyclopedias. Chemical
engineering is a branch of engineering, dealing with
processes in which materials undergo changes in
their physical or chemical state. These changes may
concern size, energy content, composition and/or
other application properties. Chemical engineering
deals with many processes belonging to chemical
industry or related industries (petrochemical,
metallurgical, food, pharmaceutical, fine chemicals,
coatings and colors, renewable raw materials,
biotechnological, etc.), and finds application in
manufacturing of such products as acids, alkalis,
salts, fuels, fertilizers, crop protection agents,
ceramics, glass, paper, colors, dyestuffs, plastics,
cosmetics, vitamins and many others. It also plays
significant role in environmental protection,
biotechnology, nanotechnology, energy production
and sustainable economical development. The
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Theme on Chemical Engineering and Chemical
Process Technology deals, in five volumes and
covers several topics such as: Fundamentals of
Chemical Engineering; Unit Operations – Fluids; Unit
Operations – Solids; Chemical Reaction
Engineering; Process Development, Modeling,
Optimization and Control; Process Management;
The Future of Chemical Engineering; Chemical
Engineering Education; Main Products, which are
then expanded into multiple subtopics, each as a
chapter. These five volumes are aimed at the
following five major target audiences: University and
College students Educators, Professional
practitioners, Research personnel and Policy
analysts, managers, and decision makers and
NGOs.
Written in four parts, this book provides a dedicated
and in-depth reference for blending within the
pharmaceutical manufacturing industry. It links the
science of blending with regulatory requirements
associated with pharmaceutical manufacture. The
contributors are a combination of leading academic
and industrial experts, who provide an informed and
industrially relevant perspective of the topic. This is
an essential book for the pharmaceutical
manufacturing industry, and related academic
researchers in pharmaceutical science and chemical
and mechanical engineering.
Chemical Process Engineering presents a systematic
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approach to solving design problems by listing the
needed equations, calculating degrees-of-freedom,
developing calculation procedures to generate process
specifications- mostly pressures, temperatures,
compositions, and flow rates- and sizing equipment. This
illustrative reference/text tabulates numerous easy-tofollow calculation procedures as well as the relationships
needed for sizing commonly used equipment.
This new edition follows the original format, which
combines a detailed case study - the production of
phthalic anhydride - with practical advice and
comprehensive background information. Guiding the
reader through all major aspects of a chemical
engineering design, the text includes both the initial
technical and economic feasibility study as well as the
detailed design stages. Each aspect of the design is
illustrated with material from an award-winning student
design project. The book embodies the "learning by
doing" approach to design. The student is directed to
appropriate information sources and is encouraged to
make decisions at each stage of the design process
rather than simply following a design method.
Thoroughly revised, updated, and expanded, the
accompanying text includes developments in important
areas and many new references.
PRINT/ONLINE PRICING OPTIONS AVAILABLE UPON
REQUEST AT e-reference@taylorandfrancis.com
Adsorption, Ion Exchange and Catalysis is essentially a
mixture of environmental science and chemical reactor
engineering. More specifically, three important
heterogeneous processes, namely, adsorption, ion
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exchange and catalysis, are analysed, from fundamental
kinetics to reactor design with emphasis on their
environmental applications. In Chapter 1, the subject of
air and water pollution is dealt with. Data about pollutants
and emission sources are given and the treatment
methods are shortly presented. In Chapter 2, the very
basics and historical development of adsorption, ion
exchange and catalysis are presented as well as their
environmental applications. Chapter 3 is devoted to
heterogeneous processes and reactor analysis. All types
of reactors are described in depth and reactor modelling,
hydraulics and mass/heat transfer phenomena are
examined for each type of reactor. Chapters 4 and 5 are
dedicated to adsorption & ion exchange and catalysis,
respectively. The basic principles are presented
including kinetics, equilibrium, mass/heat transfer
phenomena as well as the analytical solutions of the
reactor models presented in Chapter 3. In the sixth
chapter, the subject of scale up is approached. The two
Annexes at the end of the book contain physical
properties of substances of environmental interest as
well as unit conversion tables. Finally, nearly all the
examples contained are based on real experimental data
found in literature with environmental interest. Most of
the examples consider all aspects of operation design –
kinetics, hydraulics and mass transfer. * Provides basic
knowledge of major environmental problems and
connects them to chemical engineering
Designed for chemical engineering students and industry
professionals, this book shows how to write reusable
computer programs. Written in the three languages (C,
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C++, and MATLAB), it is accompanied by a CD-ROM
featuring source code, executables, figures, and
simulations. It also explains each program in detail.
Focusing on scientific and practical aspects of process
scale-up, this resource details the theory and practice of
transferring pharmaceutical processes from laboratory
scale to the pilot plant and production scale. It covers
parenteral and nonparenterel liquids and semi-solids,
products derived from biotechnology, dry blending and
powder handling, granulation and drying, fluid bed
applications, compaction and tableting, and film coating
and regulatory requirements for scale-up and
postapproval changes. Drawing on the experience of
twenty contributing researchers, the book employs
dimensional analysis as a unified scientific approach to
quantify similar processes on different scales.
This is the first complete book of polymer terminology
ever published. It contains more than 7,500 polymeric
material terms. Supplementary electronic material brings
important relationships to life, and audio supplements
include pronunciation of each term.
Full access to a selection of more than 4000 engineering
articles and content from world renowned McGraw-Hill
publications including books such as Marks' Standard
handbook for mechanical engineers (10th ed.), Perry's
chemical engineers handbook (7th ed.), Standard
handbook for electrical engineers (14th ed.), Roark's
formulas for stress and strain (7th ed.) and many more.
Food Engineering Handbook, Two-Volume Set provides
a stimulating and up-to-date review of food engineering
phenomena. It also addresses the basic and applied
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principles of food engineering methods used in food
processing operations around the world. Combining
theory with a practical, hands-on approach, this set
examines the thermophysical properties and modeling of
selected processes such as chilling, freezing, and
dehydration, and covers the key aspects of food
engineering, from mass and heat transfer to steam and
boilers, heat exchangers, diffusion, and absorption.
Comprised of Food Engineering Handbook: Food
Engineering Fundamentals and Food Engineering
Handbook: Food Process Engineering, this
comprehensive resource: Explains the interactions
between different food constituents that might lead to
changes in food properties Describes the
characterization of the heating behavior of foods, their
heat transfer, heat exchangers, and the equipment used
in each food engineering method Discusses rheology,
fluid flow, evaporation, distillation, size reduction, mixing,
emulsion, and encapsulation Provides case studies of
solid–liquid and supercritical fluid extraction and food
behaviors Explores fermentation, enzymes, fluidized-bed
drying, and more Presenting cutting-edge information on
new and emerging food engineering processes, Food
Engineering Handbook, Two-Volume Set offers a
complete reference on the fundamental concepts,
modeling, quality, safety, and technologies associated
with food engineering and processing operations today.
Despite the length of time it has been around, its
importance, and vast amounts of research, combustion
is still far from being completely understood. Issues
regarding the environment, cost, and fuel consumption
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add further complexity, particularly in the process and
power generation industries. Dedicated to advancing the
art and science of industr
First published in 1995, The Engineering Handbook
quickly became the definitive engineering reference.
Although it remains a bestseller, the many advances
realized in traditional engineering fields along with the
emergence and rapid growth of fields such as biomedical
engineering, computer engineering, and nanotechnology
mean that the time has come to bring this standardsetting reference up to date. New in the Second Edition
19 completely new chapters addressing important topics
in bioinstrumentation, control systems, nanotechnology,
image and signal processing, electronics, environmental
systems, structural systems 131 chapters fully revised
and updated Expanded lists of engineering associations
and societies The Engineering Handbook, Second
Edition is designed to enlighten experts in areas outside
their own specialties, to refresh the knowledge of mature
practitioners, and to educate engineering novices.
Whether you work in industry, government, or academia,
this is simply the best, most useful engineering reference
you can have in your personal, office, or institutional
library.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????10??
There is a renaissance that is occurring in chemical and
process engineering, and it is crucial for today's
scientists, engineers, technicians, and operators to stay
current. With so many changes over the last few
decades in equipment and processes, petroleum refining
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is almost a living document, constantly needing updating.
With no new refineries being built, companies are
spending their capital re-tooling and adding on to existing
plants. Refineries are like small cities, today, as they
grow bigger and bigger and more and more complex. A
huge percentage of a refinery can be changed, literally,
from year to year, to account for the type of crude being
refined or to integrate new equipment or processes. This
book is the most up-to-date and comprehensive
coverage of the most significant and recent changes to
petroleum refining, presenting the state-of-the-art to the
engineer, scientist, or student. Useful as a textbook, this
is also an excellent, handy go-to reference for the
veteran engineer, a volume no chemical or process
engineering library should be without. Written by one of
the world's foremost authorities, this book sets the
standard for the industry and is an integral part of the
petroleum refining renaissance. It is truly a must-have for
any practicing engineer or student in this area.
Because of the ubiquitous nature of environmental
problems, a variety of scientific disciplines are involved in
the development of environmental solutions. The
Handbook of Chemical and Environmental Engineering
Calculations provides approximately 600 real-world,
practical solutions to environmental problems that
involve chemical engineering, enabling engineers and
applied scientists to meet the professional challenges
they face day-to-day. The scientific and mathematical
crossover between chemical and environmental
engineering is the key to solving a host of environmental
problems. Many problems included in the Handbook are
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intended to demonstrate this crossover, as well as the
integration of engineering with current regulations and
environmental media such as air, soil, and water.
Solutions to the problems are presented in a
programmed instructional format. Each problem contains
a title, problem statement, data, and solution, with the
more difficult problems located near the end of each
problem set. The Handbook offers material not only to
individuals with limited technical background but also to
those with extensive industrial experience. Chapter titles
include: Chemical Engineering Fundamentals Chemical
Engineering Principles Air Pollution Control Equipment
Solid Waste Water Quality and Wastewater Treatment
Pollution Prevention Health, Safety, and Accident
Management Ideal for students at the graduate and
undergraduate levels, the Handbook of Chemical and
Environmental Engineering Calculations is also a
comprehensive reference for all plant and environmental
engineers, particularly those who work with air, drinking
water, wastewater, hazardous materials, and solid
waste.
This book focuses on Process Engineering and Design
of Chemical Plant and Equipment. It delves into the
evaluation of options for design including innovation, costeffectiveness, safety etc. as important evaluation criteria.
This text covers the design of food processing equipment
based on key unit operations, such as heating, cooling,
and drying. In addition, mechanical processing
operations such as separations, transport, storage, and
packaging of food materials, as well as an introduction to
food processes and food processing plants are
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discussed. Handbook of Food Processing Equipment is
an essential reference for food engineers and food
technologists working in the food process industries, as
well as for designers of process plants. The book also
serves as a basic reference for food process engineering
students.The chapters cover engineering and economic
issues for all important steps in food processing. This
research is based on the physical properties of food, the
analytical expressions of transport phenomena, and the
description of typical equipment used in food processing.
Illustrations that explain the structure and operation of
industrial food processing equipment are presented.
style="font-size: 13.3333330154419px;">The materials
of construction and fabrication of food processing
equipment are covered here, as well as the selection of
the appropriate equipment for various food processing
operations. Mechanical processing equipment such as
size reduction, size enlargement, homogenization, and
mixing are discussed. Mechanical separations
equipment such as filters, centrifuges, presses, and
solids/air systems, plus equipment for industrial food
processing such as heat transfer, evaporation,
dehydration, refrigeration, freezing, thermal processing,
and dehydration, are presented. Equipment for novel
food processes such as high pressure processing, are
discussed. The appendices include conversion of units,
selected thermophysical properties, plant utilities, and an
extensive list of manufacturers and suppliers of food
equipment.
?????????????????20?,?????????????????,????????,??
?????,???????????????,???????????????
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The field of engineering is becoming increasingly
interdisciplinary, and there is an ever-growing need for
engineers to investigate engineering and scientific
resources outside their own area of expertise. However,
studies have shown that quality information-finding skills
often tend to be lacking in the engineering profession.
Using the Engineerin
"Handbook of Natural Zeolites provides a comprehensive
and updated summary of all important aspects of natural
zeolites science and technology. The e-book contains
four sections covering the relevant scientific background,
established technologies, recent "
Enables chemical engineering students to bridge theory
andpractice Integrating scientific principles with practical
engineeringexperience, this text enables readers to
master the fundamentals ofchemical processing and
apply their knowledge of such topics asmaterial and
energy balances, transport phenomena, reactor
design,and separations across a broad range of
chemical industries. Theauthor skillfully guides readers
step by step through the executionof both chemical
process analysis and equipment design. Principles of
Chemical Engineering Practice is dividedinto two
sections: the Macroscopic View and the Microscopic
View.The Macroscopic View examines equipment design
and behavior fromthe vantage point of inlet and outlet
conditions. The MicroscopicView is focused on the
equipment interior resulting from conditionsprevailing at
the equipment boundaries. As readers progress
throughthe text, they'll learn to master such chemical
engineeringoperations and equipment as: Separators to
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divide a mixture into parts with desirableconcentrations
Reactors to produce chemicals with needed properties
Pressure changers to create favorable equilibrium and
rateconditions Temperature changers and heat
exchangers to regulate and changethe temperature of
process streams Throughout the book, the author sets
forth examples that referto a detailed simulation of a
process for the manufacture ofacrylic acid that provides
a unifying thread for equipment sizingin context. The
manufacture of hexyl glucoside provides a threadfor
process design and synthesis. Presenting basic
thermodynamics, Principles of ChemicalEngineering
Practice enables students in chemical engineeringand
related disciplines to master and apply the fundamentals
and toproceed to more advanced studies in chemical
engineering.
Reference work for chemical and process engineers.
Newest developments, advances, achievements and
methods in various fields.
??????: ???
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